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Achievement

Community

Promoting excellence in
P
education

Building responsible citizens

Resilience

Respect

Creating problem solvers
ready to accept challenges

Developing tolerant,
considerate individuals

This week’s value in focus is:

Understanding
Considering the feelings of others

Calendar
Term 2 2020
April
th

24 –
29th

Remote learning
continuing

May
1st –
29th

Remote learning
continuing

June
st

th

1 –5
8th

9th –
25th
26th

Remote learning
continuing
Queen’s Birthday
Public Holiday – no
remote learning
Remote learning
continuing
Last Day Term 2

Contact us:
Principal – Katie Lovel 5468 1111
dunolly.ps@edumail.vic.gov.au

Around school this week
UPDATE
Attached to this newsletter is the information I provided via a facebook live stream
yesterday for those who didn’t access it.
ON SITE ATTENDANCE
Those who can learn from home, must learn from home. Anyone who qualifies for onsite
supervision must complete the application forms prior to Thursday 3pm of the week prior.
INTERNET ACCESS
We have been made aware we won’t be receiving internet dongles from the department
as anticipated. The school is currently sourcing our own for those who indicated they
required them. Thank you for your patience. We will get them out as soon as we can.
DEVICES
Like the internet we are still working on the devices to get to families. We will let you
know as soon as they’re ready.
ABC TV
There are educational programs on ABC TV daily to compliment any school work.

We are a child safe school;
committed to the safety and
wellbeing of all children and young
people. We have zero tolerance of
child abuse.
https://www.education.vic.gov.au/abo
ut/programs/health/protect/Pages/de
fault.aspx

Staff members receive
training and support to
understand and carry out
their responsibilities under
the Child Safe Standards

BOOKCLUB
There is an online order for bookclub. The link is on our facebook group page or you can
type the following into your browser - scholastic.com.au/book-club/virtual-catalogue-1/
BOOK BORROWING AND CHANGING
A daily schedule for families is attached to this newsletter. Please go to the main office
first upon arrival.

#weareinthistogether
#dunollykidsaregreatkids
#dunollyparentsareawesome

SCHOOL PHOTO DAY
Student School Banking
Student School Banking can be taken
directly to the bank on any day.

Rescheduled to
Wednesday October 28th
Please ensure you keep the envelope that
was sent home last term to use to order
your child’s photos.

REMOTE LEARNING TIMELINE

Phase One

Set Up – Getting connected on Seesaw, optional trial on Google
Meets
Routine – Establishing a daily routine that works for your family
Reinforce – The importance of continuing to learn
Daily tasks – as uploaded by teachers including home reading at
night and uploading completed task or comments on Seesaw

Phase Two

Routine – All students accessing daily learning tasks on Seesaw,
readers and library books changed regularly on allocated days
Connectivity – All students using Google Education account (to be
provided for you) to join their class on Google Meets for morning
circle and other instructional times as set by individual teachers
Feedback – Students uploading work for teacher feedback, Parents
providing feedback on student progress

Phase Three

Term 2

Routine – Increased instruction and feedback sessions on Google
Meets. All students completing set tasks and interacting with
teachers daily.

Weeks 1-2

Weeks 3-5

Weeks 6-11

15/04 – 24/04 27/04 – 15/05 18/05 – 26/06
P – year 6

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

BOOK CHANGE OVER & BORROWING SCHEDULE
Families have been allocated a day based on the survey information. On your allocated day
you can come to school to change over reader books and/or library books. Please observe
social distancing during your time on site. Hand sanitiser needs to be used on arrival. If you
or your children are unwell please phone the school to arrange another day that week.
You can attend the school anytime between 9am and 11am on these days.

Monday
Freemantle
Schodde
Lovel
P Smith
Lawton
Raven
Holliday
Lay
W J N Soulsby
W Smith
Payne

Tuesday
Condie
Lee
Antolini
Booker/Conway
Malcolm
Eddy
Carrington
Jeanes
McArdle
Nguyen
Parker

Wednesday
Moyses
Thursby
Columbine
Fitt Gloury
Quince
Baxter
Crumpton
Johnson
Polinelli
Osborne
Thomson

Thursday
Scott
C J Soulsby
Willoughby/Mitchell
Scholes
Kurzke
Frizzell
Degen
Dukker
A.Smith
Pilbeam
Carless

Friday
Martin
Davies
Liddicoat
Hoban
Gray
Hallworth
Lavery
Skilling

Remote Learning – the Good, the Bad and the Ugly

Remote Learning – the Good, the Bad and the Ugly

Nearly a week in and I’d like to thank everyone for being so supportive of your child’s
learning and working through issues such as connectivity to Seesaw. I just want to say ….
This is HARD! Very hard …. We’re not only dealing with increasing frustration, anxiety,
loneliness and anger over the isolation ourselves but we’re now thrown into a whole new
way of teaching and learning and trying to support the young people in our lives.
What we know to date:






98% of students are able to access their work tasks online through the Seesaw app
The internet access for our families ranges from unlimited crystal clear internet to
unreliable limited internet to hot spotting off phones to black spots where there is
none
Some students are able to work independently on tasks, some students need some
guidance from parents, other students need a lot of guidance from parents
We’ve had contact from some parents saying this is going really well to some saying
they are struggling to assist in meaningful ways

I want to give you an insight into how teachers are feeling:







This is all new to us. We are not trained to teach remotely and I think the best analogy
is we’re building this plane as we’re flying it
All teachers say the hardest part about this is not seeing their kids, not interacting with
them every day, not being able to help them in ‘real’ time and it’s a real challenge
being able to provide activities that are suitable for all families given the range of
internet access, parent availability to assist and students’ ability to work
independently
Teachers are also juggling their own children’s remote learning needs while still doing
their job which is hard and emotionally taxing. And believe us: being a teacher means
nothing to being able to make this work any better or getting compliance
Exhausted as they are working horrendous hours to get videos done and feedback on
work sorted and sad they can’t teach how they normally do

How students will be feeling:






This will range from highly stressed, to sad, to happy, organised, good days, bad days,
motivated, lethargic….I could go on but you get the picture. They may be displaying a
lot of anger which could be resulting from not really understanding the situation and
a response to being in isolation. Keep the lines of communication open with them and
also with their teachers
This is weird – all of sudden Mum/Dad/carer who is their absolute trusted person and
their soft place to fall, is now the person trying to help with their education. They miss
their friends and their teachers
They may be producing work that is below their best for many reasons
o In a classroom teachers do A LOT of talking – research shows if students can’t
say it/verbalise it/articulate it … they are highly unlikely to be able to complete
the task

o They feed off their peers and take the lead from what others are doing to
increase the quality of their work
o They might not be feeling much control over the situation at the moment and
even some anger so doing the bare minimum might be a coping mechanism
o They’re not used to doing the type of task eg. Maths sheets
o They may be anxious over you ‘judging’ their work and seeing their mistakes
They hold you very high in their life and they don’t want to disappoint you so
it will be inhibiting their usual ‘have a go’ attitude
o They’re not getting ‘real’ time feedback from their teachers. Teachers will
always tell the students what they’ve done well and then a tip on ‘it would be
even better if you ….’
How parents are feeling:





I’m sure this varies from day to day and as I said I’ve had some feedback that is varied.
We will be seeking your feedback via a survey that will go out this Friday on the Dunolly
PS Community closed group. This will help guide us as we move into phase 2 of
Remote learning as indicated in the newsletter last week. Phase 1 has been these first
2 weeks which was simply about getting students onto Seesaw and experiencing the
activities and getting parents feedback. So I ask you to think about how things are
going overall … and be prepared to give your feedback via the survey. Staff here know
my favourite saying is “don’t give me problems, give me solutions”. So over the next
few days please think not only about the great things that are happening – what we
say is the admiring lens – looking at what is working well, think about what is not
working so well and what do you think/can suggest is possibly a solution to that.
We know secondary school students are accessing direct teaching via video
conferences that run all day. Primary teaching is vastly different to this stand and
deliver method and therefore this is not an option for us; also given the varied internet
accessibility.

Phases:
As we near the end of phase 1 I want to talk about Phase 2. Please rest assured we are not
‘ramping it up’ in phase 2. There will not be an increase in the tasks the students are doing.
We will look at the survey results and maybe make some small adjustments. This is where
students should start to become more independent with their tasks as they will be familiar
with the Seesaw app. The only added part to this phase will be the video conferencing with
teachers. We will be using the online meeting Google Meets (formally Hangouts). You can
download this app on any device. All you need is a gmail account. Students will be allocated
a Google Education account which will be coming soon. Some teachers will be doing a ‘trial’
session. If you have your own gmail account you will be able to get on the trial but if not as
soon as the education accounts are available they’ll be distributed. The purpose of these
video conferences will initially just be as a wellbeing check in with students.

Phase 2 includes regular book changing days for families. The roster was in last week’s
newsletter depending on your survey answer of availability. Please call if you need to change
that.
What learning should I expect from this term:




The students should be engaged in tasks that help them to practise skills such as
reading and writing on a daily basis. Staff are using the maths sheets to teach from
each day. If your child is breezing through their sheet they won’t have questions the
teacher can give feedback on. It’s about keeping their heads around their learning
tasks and sticking to routines. They will come out of this absolutely ok – everyone will
be where they are at the end of the term and the teachers will pick up their learning
from that point. There are many examples of children all over the world who have
missed not only terms of school but years due to wars, earthquakes, pandemics etc,
and they are absolutely ok.
There will be many life lessons equal to the academic ones. Resilience will be high on
the list of learnings…..that sometimes we need to adapt to situations we don’t like,
but we just need to do it. Like in the workforce – you may need to do jobs you don’t
like but in order to get paid you just have to do it. Respect for everyone in our
community and following rules so everyone stays safe and putting the needs of others
ahead of our own desire to continue life the way we want.

Finally we urge the following:










COMMUNICATE WITH US about how your child is going.
CONNECT with those around you – it takes a village to raise a child and while we can’t
be in physical contact with our village we can phone or video link even if just to vent!
You’ll feel better that everyone else is going through the same things.
Practise gratitude and mindfulness – can really help on bad days – use the admiring
lens – 3 things that went well today, 3 things I am grateful for.
Keep going … some days you might not get everything done, but that’s ok. As long as
they’re having a go each day and are in some form of routine. This will help them feel
some sense of control.
Look after yourself – you cannot pour from an empty cup. If you need to just let them
do the activity themselves the best they can for your own sanity, let it be. Put some
responsibility on the student – they are more capable than they let on!! They’re tricky
little devils like that.
Do the best you can!
#weareallinthistogether
#dunollykidsaregreatkids
#dunollyparentsareawesome

Regards,
Katie Lovel

